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journey along any curve, starting from some point P and arriving at some other point Q, the work done by the attraction is JdV— F2 — FI, where Vl and F2 are the potentials at P and Q. Thus the excess of the potential at Q over that at P is the work done by the attraction on a particle of unit mass as it travels by any path from P to Q.
If the attracting body is finite in all directions, the potential at • a point P infinitely distant is zero. It follows that, the potential at any point Q is the work done by the attracting forces on a particle of unit mass, as it travels from an infinite distance along any path to the point Q. In the same way the potential at Q is the work which must be done against the attraction by some external cause to. move a unit particle from Q to an infinite distance.
The several particles of the attracting mass are supposed to remain fixed in space while the attracted particle makes its journey from P to Q.
45.    Level  surfaces.    The  locus  of points  at  which  the potential has any one given value is called a level surface.    It is also called an ecjuij)otential surface.
^^   At any point of a level surface the resultant force acts along the normal to the surface.    To show this, let Pl Be a point on a level
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surface, and let P2 be any neighbouring point also on the surface. If Vi, V2 be the potentials at these points, the component force
in the direction of any tangent PiP2 will be the limit of • - ?        *.
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This is zero since F^Fo. The resultant force must therefore act along the normal at Px.                                                     ,X
46.    Let two neighbouring level surfaces be drawn at which the potentials are respectively Vl = c and F2 = c 4- 80.    The normal attraction at any point P of either surface is inversely proportional to the length of the normal at that point intercepted between these level surfaces.    Tojgroy^ this, let the normal at any point Pl on the first surface intersect the second surface in P2.    The normal
force at P! is then ultimately F=* ~-^I^ _     c   t    ft ^ therefore
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evident that P varies inversely as PJ?^
If a rigid surface were constructed having the form of a level surface and coincident with it, it is clear that a particle, placed at any point of the surface, would be pulled by the attracting body

